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1 Introduction
My grandfather from my father’s side, Frans Kragten, was foreman at the Dutch railways in
Haarlem. I remember very well that, once as a little boy, he took me to the workshop. In front
of the workshop was a large marshalling yard where dozens of old steam locomotives were
standing. We have walked in between those locomotives and with great respect I looked up
against those enormous colossi. When he retired, he got a Berini engine from all his
colleagues which he has put on a men’s bicycle himself.
De Berini wasn’t an easy starter, especially if my grandma was sitting on the back.
Therefore he traded it in for a nice new Sparta. With this moped, you could drive away from
stand still position with a running engine. My grandpa passed away only a few years after his
retirement and therefore he didn’t enjoy his new moped very long. My grandma didn’t like it
to drive the moped alone so my father inherited it. Finally I got it from my father.
The engine of the Sparta wasn’t very powerful and therefore it took a long time to go
that fast that the centrifugal clutch was no longer slipping. Just before the slipping of the
clutch stopped, the elastic supported engine shook strongly from left to right what was really a
construction error but the engine never failed. I have found an old photo of this Sparta from
when I have driven to Oisterwijk where my future parents in-laws were standing on the
camping De Reebok.

The Sparta of my grandpa Frans Kragten
My father, Jan Kragten, had studied electrical engineering and also worked at the Dutch
railways. He started at the design department of the overhead lines in the main building in
Utrecht. Each time as he made promotion, we had to move. We went from Utrecht to
Amsterdam, then back to Utrecht and finally we ended in Eindhoven where my father became
the chief of the overhead lines and the signalling.
My father was, just as my grandpa, a competent handyman and we had a lot of tools
available at home including an electric drilling machine. Already as a small boy, I was
allowed to use all those tools to tinker a lot of different things.
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Handicraft was also stimulated because I got a Mecano box with a gear wheel set and many
strange constructions have been made with that toy. With St. Nicholas, there was always
someone who got a surprise which was made using the Mecano box.
When I was in the sixth year of theprimary school, I was tested for a whole day such
that my parents knew what the best secondary school was for me. Because of my technical
insight and preference for math, the advice was HBS-b. I started my HBS-time in Utrecht on
the Rijks-HBS but already at the end of the year we moved to Eindhoven and I have spent the
rest of my secondary school time at the Gemeentelyceum Eindhoven, better known as GLE. I
was a real bèta-student. Math and physics went good but I believe that I never been moved up
with a pass for French or German.
Because my father worked at the Dutch railways, we could travel free by train and
therefore there was no need to buy a car. However, when I was about 17 years old, my parents
bought a new moped, a Zündapp Super Combinette. With its aluminium frame and headlight
housing I found that the best and most beautiful moped on the market. It was that good that
almost nothing failed during the whole time that my parents owned it. The only problem I
remember is that once my father went down a long hill with the clutch lever pressed in. The
clutch pin inside the engine therefore became that hot that it was welded to the pressure
group. I have changed the damaged parts and that was the only time the engine was opened.
Normally I was not allowed to use the Zündapp except for holydays to Luxembourg with my
friend Tom. I still have a nice photo of that trip on which you also see the Puch of Tom.

The Zündapp from my parents with on the back ground the Puch of my friend Tom
My parents have used the Zündapp for about ten years without any problem but at a certain
moment my mother got her driving licence and finally my parents bought a car. The Zündapp
then stood unused for many years in the shed and finally I got it. For many years I have used
it to drive from my home in Sint-Oedenrode to my work in Eindhoven. At a certain moment
the front fender was that must rusted that it jumped from the moped completely when I drove
through a deep hole in the road. I have changed it by an aluminium fender.
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Later I used my motorbike to go to my work and the Zündapp was only used as a kind of
tractor to pull a car with fire wood through the meadow. Finally I sold it after it has run for
more than 70.000 km. Old Zündapp’s of that type were still that valuable that I got 450
guilders for it.
I knew already very early that I would become a technical designer. Therefore after the
HBS, I went to the HTS and naturally I chose the direction mechanical engineering. If you
had an HBS certificate in that time, you started in the second class of the HTS, also called the
star class. Therefore I got my HTS certificate in only three years and at an age of 21 years I
finished my studies. I met my wife José during that time because she studied for medical
analyst and sometimes we had lessons in the same building. We had common school parties
and many relations originated from there.
My HTS bachelor piece for technical designing was a desmodromic valve mechanism
for a 1-cylinder engine of a motorbike. At that time only Ducati made something like that and
they had a very nice 250 cc, 1-cylinder with overhead cam shafts driven by a bevel gear
transmission. Normally the valve is pressed in by a rocker arm and camshaft and brought back
by a spring. For a desmodromic valve mechanism, the valve is also brought back by a rocker
arm and a cam and the engine therefore can run with much higher rotational speeds without
the risk that the valves start floating. For a Ducati there were four cam shafts and for every
valve you need two rocker arms. For my system, there were only two cam shafts which were
positioned directly above the valves and therefore no rocker arms were needed. The valve was
pressed inwards by a normal cam but pulled back by a ring which was situated around the
camshaft. The cam which steered the ring had a special shape with a hollow instead of a
bulge. On paper it looked nice but I now think that it may not have worked well in practice.
After the HTS, I had to do my military service but it took almost one year until my class
was called up. At Philips there was a large shortage of technical designers and I could start
there immediately. On the end of that period I even got a tenured position such that I could
buy products in the Philips shop during my military service. So after my military service,
I went back to Philips. Because of my study of the desmodromic valve mechanism, I was
placed at the department Elcoma of Philips and I designed machines for the manufacture of
resistors and capacitors. I have worked there for five years with great pleasure and that is the
place where I have really learned how to design technical constructions.
For my military service I became a troop sergeant of the cavalry and worked as a tank
commander on Centurion and Leopard tanks. At the end of my military service I married my
wife José as we could rent a house from someone in Eindhoven. I got four free days for a
marriage and we had our honeymoon on the Zündapp of my parents. I still have a nice photo
where my wife is sitting on the Zündapp with the bridal bouquet on her lap.
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My wife José on the Zündapp of my parents
Because I was married, I wasn’t sent to Germany where the rest of my squadron was going.
I was encamped in Oirschot and because there weren’t enough rooms for troop sergeants,
I got permission to sleep at home. During the whole period I have driven from my home to
camp Oirschot on an old Puch moped (see chapter 2.6). After working already about one year
at Philips, we bought a nice house in Veldhoven with a big garage in which I did a lot of
motorbike maintenance.
After my period at Philips I have worked for almost 15 years in the Wind Energy Group
of the Department of Physics of the University of Technology Eindhoven where I have
designed water pumping windmills for developing countries. After having lived for about five
years in Veldhoven, we could buy a free standing house in Boskant which belongs to the town
Sint-Oedenrode. A large shed belongs to this house which is well equipped to work on motor
bikes. I have mounted a winch originating from blinds, such that a whole motorbike can be
lifted. This is really easy if you have to work at the bottom side of the bike.
The Wind Energy Group was closed down in 1990 because the ministry of developing
countries stopped financing the project. I was fired but because I had a tenured position, I got
half-pay for years. This made it possible to start my own business. From 1989 up to present,
I have run the one-man’s engineering office Kragten Design specialised in the design of small
electricity generating wind turbines. In this 17 years I have written about 450 technical reports
about small wind turbines so you can see that writing is something which I like. But in March
I became 64 years old and probably I stop my business and retire (but writing this English
translation in January 2017, Kragten Design still exists and the number of reports is now 624;
more than 50 KD-reports are public now).
For many years I am a subscriber of the Dutch magazine Het Motorrijwiel and I love
the stories in this magazine about old motorbikes. As I have disassembled and refurbished a
lot of mopeds and motorbikes, I wrote a story about my experiences with a Hoffmann
Gouverneur which was published in nr. 115 of Het Motorrijwiel. A shortened version of this
story is given in chapter 3.7. It was nice to write such a story and therefore I thought, let’s see
what I remember from the time that I refurbished mopeds and motorbikes and put this on
paper.
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2 The moped period
In between my 14e year and my 40e year I have owned about 10 different mopeds but not
about all of them an interesting story can be told. From the mopeds I have owned in the
beginning period, I can remember many technical details but the type and the date of building,
is mostly forgotten. From the moped period, I only have very few photo’s which can revive
my memory. But for some facts or experiences I have the memory of an elephant. Fortunately
many people have put the result of the restoration of their moped of motorbike on You Tube
which made it possible for me to still recover some brands or types. During my early moped
period I lived with my parents at the Rielseweg in Eindhoven.
2.1 Experiences with a Rex (and with the police)
I must have been just not 15 years old when I could buy a very old ugly moped for only ten
guilders. I thought to remember that it was a Rex or another brand with a short name. It had
an unsightly rectangular petrol tank that went down inclined from the ball head. My parents
first had some complains but as I promised that I would use it only for tinkering, they finally
agreed that I bought it.
It was not for nothing that it was that cheap. You could namely not drive it because the
teeth of the front chain sprocket were completely worn. Instead of teeth, there was only a kind
of waved edge at the outside. Later I have never seen a chain sprocket that was worn that
much. Nowhere in Eindhoven you could buy such a sprocket and also at the second hand
addresses, I could not get it. I remember that it had 12 teeth. It was connected to the shaft by a
hole with six internal grooves and therefore it wasn’t possible to use a 12-teeth sprocket of
another moped brand. There was no other option than to make a new sprocket myself.
At the old iron yard Benjamin de Jong, I found a steel disk of the right thickness and
with a diameter which was just a bit larger than the outer tooth diameter of the sprocket. On
that disk, the shape was drawn which I thought it should have. If you know the chain pitch,
you can calculate where the twelve holes have to be drilled which finally would become the
teeth hollows. But the trickiest part was manufacture of the central hole with the six internal
grooves. The biggest drill bit which I owned had a diameter of 13 mm and a reduced shaft
with a diameter of 8 mm such that it could be used in a drilling machine with an 8 mm head.
I still have this drill bit. Nowadays drill bits with a reduced shaft are no longer necessary
because the current drilling machines have a 13 mm head.
By pre-drilling with a 5 mm drill bit, I got a 13 mm hole in the centre. This hole was
enlarged by a round file up to about 16 mm and using a set of key files, the six grooves were
made until the disk fitted just over the drive shaft of the engine. Next twelve holes were
drilled with the same diameter as the rolls of the chain. With a hacksaw, the twelve teeth were
sawn. The teeth were modified by a file such that they had a shape which fitted to the new
chain which I had bought. I will be obvious that it took a long time to make this sprocket.
The sprocket at the rear wheel was also rather worn but because this sprocket had much
more teeth, it could still be used. The remaining parts of the moped were in rather good
condition and after having painted it, it looked rather well. When it was finished, my age
wasn’t 16 years and so I couldn’t use it on the public road, also because it had no insurance.
Our garden was just long enough to start it but to really test it I had to find another place.
Not far from our home was a big schoolyard and I thought that I could use it as a test
track. I pushed it to that schoolyard and then I scorched happily around. It went all right for
some time but then it appeared that the front fender wasn’t tightened strong enough. It
lowered a bit and suddenly it bit in the tire making the wheel locking completely. The result
was that I flew over the handlebar and that I landed before the moped on the ground. This
resulted in some abrasions but it didn’t discourage me to mount the moped again the next day.
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Circling around at the schoolyard finally became a bit boring and also one couldn’t make
enough speed without spinning out. So when my mother wasn’t home at a certain day,
I thought that I could ride in the neighbourhood. However, after certain time I was cached up
by a cop on a big Harley Davidson who conducted me to the side of the road and asked me
my age. I was never a good liar, so very soon he found out that I was not 16 years old.
Thereon I must follow him to the police station in Stratum and there they made a police
report. They told me that I would get a call to appear in the district court. When my father
came home in the evening, I confessed what had happened and that wasn’t received by hand
clapping.
After about six weeks I must go to the district court. It was really interesting at school.
It proved that you had the courage to drive a moped before an age of 16 and you also got free
from school for that visit. The judge first asked if my parents agreed that I had driven a
moped while not being 16 years old. I said: “No Your Honour, they didn’t give me
permission”. Next he asked why I did it. “Your Honour, I had worked for three months on
that moped and then I could not resist the temptation to try how it ran”. Next he asked: “Will
you never do it again?” “No, Your Honour”. The man should have realised that in Dutch you
should never ask a negative question because you can answer that question by “yes” or “no”
without making clear what you really mean. Finally the story ended by getting a firm warning
because it was the first time.
When I was at the point to leave the court room, the judge asked me: “I see in the police
report that you are studying at the HBS; “You certainly don’t want to become a bicycle
repairer?”. I could not muster courage to say “certainly not” because I found that bicycle
repairer was a nice job. So I mumbled something like: “At this moment I don’t know yet what
profession I will chose”. Later it appeared that I still became a bicycle repairer because that
was the nick name of mechanical engineering students.
2.2 Experiences with a Cyrus (and with the police)
In that time you had several so called ladies mopeds. Those has a U-shaped tubular frame
with a ball petrol tank at the front side. You could mount these mopeds in the same way as
you mount a ladies bicycle. I have had several of those mopeds like a Sparta, a Batavus, a
Puch, an NSU Quickly (which had a plate frame, just as the Puch) and a Cyrus. Except for the
Puch with a high handlebar, they were not loved by boys and therefore they were mostly
really cheap which made them just of interest for me. Mostly they had two speeds. When my
sister Helma became 16 years of age, she got a new Kaptein Mobylette. That one had an
automatic clutch and a separate chain for bicycling. Such a moped was totally nothing for me.
You also had the so called belly dragger which had a horizontal tank which touched the
buddy seat. Once I have had one, a Batavus or a Magneet, but I sold that one already after
some months because I didn’t like that model as it had that big fenders and because the engine
was hidden behind motor sheets.
I bought the Cyrus after having sold the Rex. I am not absolutely sure that it was a
Cyrus but it had no rear suspension and a 2-speed engine of Sachs. When I bought it, it was
already rather old and strongly rusted. To gain some respect with my moped friends,
something special should be made of it.
I decided to paint it nicely black but to make the tank and the fenders canary yellow.
Later I have seen that someone else painted his moped in the same way but I was the first one
in Eindhoven with a moped with a wasp like colouring. I was just 16 years when it was ready.
My father paid for the liability insurance. I was as proud as a peacock and I attracted a great
deal of attention with it.
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At a certain moment I heard the familiar sound of a Harley behind me and I had to stop again.
Was I driving too fast? I though not, although I was not a saint at that point. But I never tried
to make my moped running faster with illegal stuff like many of my friends did (except using
one teeth more on the front chain sprocket). Then the cop asked: “So boy, what is your age”?
“Now I will get you”, I thought, and with a timid voice and a guilty face I said: “16 year
mister policeman” The cop said: “Yeah, Yeah, that might be, come with me to the office” and
I had to follow him to the police station. At the office, a second cop arrived and they started to
interrogate me. But with increasing confidence I persevered that my age was 16. I had to give
my date and place of birth. Next I had to give my name and address. It appeared that there
was really living a Kragten at the Rielseweg. At a certain moment they gave up. With a face
shining with happiness I left the police station and they understood very well that they were
fooled.
2.3 Experiences with a self-built go-kart (and with the police)
After having tinkled on several mopeds for about a year, I could buy a separate Berini engine
for little money. Just as a Solex, this is an engine which drives the front wheel by means of a
friction roll which runs directly at the tire. The engine had a typical egg shaped tank which
gives it the nick name Eggy. However, a Berini is considerable stronger than a Solex which
partly is because a Berini has a rotating inlet disc resulting in a much better filling of the
cylinder. A Solex normally doesn’t drive faster than 30 km/h but a Berini easily drives
40 km/h. It was not nice to put an Eggy on a normal bicycle frame because you didn’t count at
all if all boys came together in the evening at the corner of the street to tell strong stories and
to try to impress the girls with their mopeds. To do so, you needed to have at least a Puch, a
Zündapp or a Kreidler Floret and those were completely unattainable for me. So I got the idea
to build a go-kart; no one was owning something like that.
The advantage of an engine with roller drive is that for the driving speed, the wheel
diameter it isn’t important. The driving speed is namely half the tire speed at the position of
the roll and that speed only depends on the rotational speed of the engine. I knew that a
bicycle with an Eggy can drive faster than 40 km/h and so that would also be the case for my
go-kart. Designing and building of a go-kart isn’t easy if you can’t weld, what I couldn’t at
that time. I decided to make the go-kart from wooden bars and to use scooter wheels. The
go-kart should have a real steering wheel of a car and it should work in the same way. This
means that every wheel should have its own spindle shaft. I also wanted that the steering
wheel has to be turned several revolutions if going from the most left to the most right
positions of the wheels. This requirement made it rather difficult and the question was where
to find the proper components.
In between the Leenderweg and the Heezerweg there is a street with the former name
Tulpstraat. It was not a chic neighbourhood and many rag dealers and scrap dealers lived
there. The street at the front side of the houses wasn’t that bad but if you walked at the back
side through a small lane, you could look in people’s gardens and there it was a terrible
rubbish heap. But you could buy a lot of different things there. A boy from my class was
living there and he was my contact to do business. I bought there four nice scooter wheels
with tires for about two guilders each. There I could also buy the part of the steering system
with the spindle shafts.
At certain time my classmate asked to come inside to have a drink. Inside the house it
was looking very sophisticated with polished cabinets and a classic suite of furniture that
would not be out of place in a stately mansion. So one can make a good living with the scrap
business. Some years ago all the houses in the Tulpstraat haven been demolished and a
complete new street has been created which now is called Dopheide and which in no way
looks like the old Tulpstaat. But only if I close my eyes I can see again how it was before.
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Scooter wheels have rather thin shafts which can’t be supported only at one side like it is done
by a car. This meant for the front wheels, that a U-shaped bow had to be made at the upper
side of the wheel. The rear wheels had to be supported at the left and at the right side.
I decided to make a frame from two beams which I sawed from an oak wooden plank which
was lying in the shed. At the back side I made two other short beams which were connected to
the main frame by two crossbars. The rear wheels where positioned in the rectangular hole
created by those beams. In between the two crossbars and the two main bars a small seat was
mounted. The Berini engine was mounted at the right rear wheel. It was connected to the head
frame by a hinge and pulled on the tire by a spring. At the front side there was a third crossbar
at which both front wheels were mounted. The whole vehicle was about 1 metre wide and
2 metre long.
A go-kart is for driving but I found that it should also have a brake. I owned a hub with
a drum brake of a bicycle and I decided to spoke the hub into the rim of the left rear wheel. In
the course of time I have learned how to spoke bicycle wheels and moped wheels but this was
something much more difficult. The hub namely had 36 holes but the rim had only 16 holes
and the spokes therefore had to be laid in a very strange pattern and every spoke must have its
own length. But finally I succeeded to spoke the hub such that there was hardly any
oscillation of the rim when it rotated.
Every front wheel had a spindle arm pointing to the centre of the rear shaft if the front
steering wheel is in the zero position. Both spindle arms were connected to each other by the
tie-rod. By this construction it was realised, just as by a car, that the inner wheel turns more
than the outer wheel if a curve is made and this reduces the wear of the tires.
The steering rod was a thick massive shaft which was pointing upwards with an angle of
about 30° with the horizon and which had two wooden bearings. I did arrange a real steering
wheel of a car which was connected to the upper end of the steering rod. A steel cable was
connected to the end of the left spindle arm and then it was wrapped with some windings
around the steering rod. Next it was pulled through a hole in the steering rod and wrapped
again with some windings around the steering rod. The end of the cable was connected to the
end of the right spindle arm. This realised a reduction and therefore the go-kart was steering
as a real car. Normal go-karts have a lever at the end of the steering rod which is connected
directly to the tie-rod and the steering therefore is very direct. But I found steering like a real
car nicer.
When the go-kart was ready, I first was pushed by a friend and it drove fantastic right
from the beginning. Later I learnt how to jump-start it myself by keeping my left hand on the
steering wheel and my right hand on the eggy tank. When the engine fired, I jumped over the
seat and I did it such that my right feet contacted the accelerator pedal immediately.
We started at the school yard where I also had driven with the Rex but that was too
small to come to full speed. I made left hand rounds and I had to hold the frame with my left
hand to prevent flying away to the right side by the centrifugal force. Somewhere there was a
bulge at the school yard and my fingers got clamped in between that bulge and the frame
making that all my knuckles were shaved. Already after some days we tried to find another
larger place, also because the neighbourhood became sick of the noise.
At the end of the Roostenlaan, the birds park Animali was lying. In front of it was a
large parking place which was quite deserted by week-days. We thought that it was OK to
drive there. But it was far away from the Rielseweg and it took at least half an hour to push
the go-kart to that place. So soon we did it driving. A friend was driving in front of me on a
bike and another at the back side and they were alert to see if a cop was coming. This was
working perfectly and they never cached us.
When we arrived at the parking place we did a lot scorching around. I had enough
friends who liked it to join me if I gave them permission to also make a ride. The go-kart was
running at least 45 km/h.
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At a certain moment I heard the familiar sound of a Harley and a cop was coming to look
what we were doing. He was looking at us but he didn’t tell us to stop. After some rounds I
stopped close to him and he started some chat with us. We admired his Harley and he spoke
loving words about my go-kart. He found it no problem that we used the parking place as a
race circuit.
At a certain moment he asked if he could make a round too. That was a big honour and
immediately I agreed. But he had a mass of about 100 kg and he couldn’t start the go-kart the
way I did it. So he took place on the seat and with three boys we gave him a jump start.
Already after some rounds I saw that the wheel in which I had spoked the drum brake was
starting to wobble dangerously and I asked him to stop. He said that he had enjoyed the trip
very much and he mounted his Harley without knowing that he was almost crashed. Despite
the wobbling real wheel, I could just drive home but the next day I had to spoke the wheel
completely again
After some weeks the fun was over and the go-kart was stored on one side in the shed
because otherwise it took too much space. At a certain time, a boy of the rear neighbourhood
came and asked if he could buy it. It had cost me about 25 guilders for the material and I said
that he could get it for that money. He agreed without haggling and then I realised that
25 guilders was really low for a well-functioning go-kart. But I couldn’t change my offer as
he immediately went home to get the money. It was only an obstacle, so away with it to make
place for something new.
2.4 Experiences with a motorised scooter
Someday I could buy a 100 cc Sachs engine in the Tulpstraat for little money. It was provided
with forced cooling and originally it was used to drive a cargo bike. What can you do with
such an engine? I still had a scooter from when I was younger and I decided to use that one. If
you turned it 180° and mounted the front fork upside down you created a space in which the
engine could be mounted. The luggage carrier of a bike was mounted above the back wheel
such that a seat was created. I found a way to connect a chain sprocket to the rear wheel. The
sprocket on the engine shaft was connected to the sprocket on the wheel by means of a
shortened chain. I already arranged a small petrol tank and a throttle and soon I could start the
machine by pushing it. Unfortunately it had no exhaust pipe and it made a lot of noise which
wasn’t appreciated by the neighbours.
The gear ratio wasn’t correct and the maximum speed in the second gear was only about
20 km/h but even with that speed very soon you reached the end of the garden. Once I was a
bit too late to pull the handle of the clutch and I ended up against the house. The engine was
that strong that it continued idling when the tire of the rear wheel was turning over the tiles of
the court. To keep the peace with the neighbours, I was actually no longer allowed to start it.
But I could show the engine running for a short time and after some weeks I got an offer for a
much higher value than that what I had paid myself. So I sold it rather soon. As it was a
100 cc, you could make nothing from it with which you can drive legally on the road except if
you have a licence for a motorbike.
2.5 Experiences with a 2-speed Zündapp
At a given moment someone asked me if I had interest for a Zündapp which was offered at a
low price. At that time, a Zündapp was the absolute nr. 1 for me and I thought that it had to do
with a Super Combinette like the one my parents would buy later. But it appeared to be an old
type with two speeds and a slender tank which was, as I remember well, a part of the frame.
So that was a bit disappointing and I had never seen this type but is was a Zündapp and it cost
only about 60 guilders.
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I decided to buy it because after the Cyrus, I was ready for something different. It looked very
well and nothing was broken. So after some basic maintenance, you could drive well with it.
It had a 2-speed gear box with a hand shifter which functioned differently as normal.
You had to start it in the free gear position with the clutch handle pulled inwards. You should
not be very careful if you put it in the first gear because otherwise you heard it crunching like
a drill hammer. First I thought that something was broken and I removed one of the gear box
covers to see if may be, some teeth of the gear wheels were broken.
Inside I found a disk with a fine teething at the outside. If you pulled the clutch handle,
the contact with a bush with internal teething was broken. If the gear shift was done too
slowly, these teeth were crunching along each other and this made the noise of a drill
hammer. But nothing was broken and I didn’t open it far enough to really understand how it
worked. Later I heard that this type of gear box was based on a planetary gear transmission
and that was in accordance which what I had seen.
This moped was ready at the beginning of the summer holidays and I liked it to make a
long trip with it. My grandma Van de Werken (my mother’s mother) lived in Lisse near the
Ringvaart. That seemed to be a nice trip from Eindhoven. But as my mother heard about my
plans, see said that she would like it to join me. My mother wasn’t afraid soon and she liked
some adventure.
However, this moped had a floating saddle and there was only a luggage carrier above
the rear fender. I could not let my mother sit on that. So I mounted a wooden plank on it with
some foam on top of it, covered by a piece of black leather cloth. It looked rather nice and it
was not really unpleasant to sit on it but my mother had to hold me very tight. If I drove the
moped alone, it went rather fast and with the wind from behind it drove almost 60 km/h on
the speedometer. Together with my mother it also run about that fast with the wind from
behind at the long straight roads of the Haarlemmermeerpolder and we arrived in Lisse
without any trouble.
The next day I went driving around in the neighbourhood and very soon I found a club
with other boys and their mopeds. No one has seen a Zündapp like mine and they asked me
how fast it could run. I said that it ran 60 km/h but they couldn’t believe it. One of the boys
had a Royal Nord which he said could run 60 km/h easily. So we tested which one could run
fastest. Indeed his one was going much faster than mine and he said that my 60 km/h, in
reality was just 50 km/h. So I was made to look silly but that teaches you not to exaggerate.
We ran a bit around and at a certain moment I saw that along the Ringvaart (the canal
around the polder) there was a long and wide jetty. It would be nice to run over it. With a
rather high speed I turned into the jetty but suddenly I saw that a thick steel cable was running
a few cm above the upper side of the jetty. A barge was connected to a mooring post by this
cable. I used the brakes with all power but there was a thin layer of sand on the jetty and my
front brake locked. I went down in front of the boys, chafed one of my knees badly and got a
lot of sand in the wound. But my grandma had iodine and bandage and the next day we drove
back again to Eindhoven.
Recently I have talked with my mother about this trip which we made about 50 years
ago and she could remember everything very well.
2.6 Experiences with a 3-speed Puch
I think that I was just married when my father told me that one of his colleagues had a Puch
for sale. At that days a second hand Puch was very expensive because the youth of that time
loved it very much, especially if it had a high handlebar. There were even Puch mopeds which
were painted completely white and although this required a lot of polishing, it was the big
deal. But I went to see it and the price was acceptable. It was even a type with three speeds
and that type wasn’t very common. It was rather old but it had a low mileage and it was
looking perfectly.
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It also had a no curved frame which could easily happen with a Puch if the power was
increased strongly because the rear suspension was too weak to do that. Unfortunately the
handlebar wasn’t very high. It was the type with two burning lights at each side of the main
light. Later the government decided that this was not allowed and for newer types, the lights
were cancelled.
I decided to buy it and I never felt regret that I did so. Nothing substantial has been
broken. I have got it about ten years and I sold it only after living already for a long time in
Boskant. I found a photo of the Puch which was made on the day that my father celebrated
that he was working at de Dutch railways for 25 years. On that photo, I am wearing a
motorbike overall which once was used by the Eindhoven motorbike police.

The 3-speed Puch
3 The motorbike period
I became 18 years when I was in the fifth class of the HBS and so I would be allowed to drive
a motorbike if I had a licence. But licence lessons were expensive and it took some time to get
enough money for that. My neighbour’s son Frank, who was some years older than me, had a
150 cc CZ which he had sprayed completely new. But something was wrong with the ignition
or with the carburettor and it wasn’t running very well. He would get rid of it and when
I passed the examination for the HBS, I got money from my parents which I used to buy it.
I paid about 45 guilders for it.
From that time, I have always owned a motorbike. I have counted them recently and I
got 13 motorbikes. All of them will come up for consideration in this chapter in the sequence
for which I have owned them. If there were photos of those motorbikes in our old photo
books, they were scanned and added to the text of the concerning bike.
It doesn’t mean that I was no longer driving a moped. Besides a motorbike, almost
always I have got a moped but that one was used to go to school (if I had enough money for
petrol) or to get spare parts for the motorbike.
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In that time, when you are 18 years old, you could get a practice licence at the municipality
for a motorbike if it has an insurance. With this practice licence you got permission to drive in
a certain area around your dwelling house. I got that practice licence just when I bought the
CZ. After some weeks of practice I thought that my driving was good enough and I went to a
driving school to let them apply for my driving examination. I took about six lessons on a
Lambretta scooter until I could go up for the examination. I passed the examination directly.
When I brought back the scooter to the driving school, I went too close along the
kerbside in a curve and I hit the ground with the foot board. I went almost down but that was
no problem because the pink paper of the driving licence was already gained. Some years
later I also got my driving licence for a car but we didn’t directly buy a car. I have driven my
motorbikes always during the winter too.
3.1 Experiences with a 150 cc CZ
A CZ has a 2-stroke engine very similar to the engine of a moped and with my experience
with mopeds I wasn’t afraid to tinkle on a CZ. As the engine wasn’t running very well,
I decided to take it apart completely. It appeared that mechanically there was nothing wrong
with it and I put it together again. The crankcase was divided vertically. I had a small
technical book about the CZ and there it was written that in between both crankcase halves
only liquid gasket cement should be used. The carburettor was cleaned completely and the
contact breaker points were adjusted according to the book. When everything was ready it ran
perfectly and I can’t say what the problem was when it was still owned by my neighbour’s
son.
I had it only some weeks when I was driving with about 70 km/h at the ring road, about
at the position where at that time the helicopter airfield Heliport was lying. Suddenly I saw
that the whole traffic was jammed in front of me. I slammed on the brakes with all my power
but very soon I realised: “I won’t manage it”. Fortunately there was a little space in between
the central reserve and the cars in front of me. I stopped braking and just in time I could steer
into the gap. Only three cars further I came to a stop. That was frightening and I have learned
from this experience that always you have to be very alert of what is happening in front of
you.
Some weeks later, somewhere on the ring road, I was waiting before red traffic lights
and the engine was idling like a coffee machine. At a certain moment I heard a strange crack
but the engine idled in the same way as before and I gave it no attention. As the traffic light
went to green, I opened the throttle and to my utter amazement it drove backwards. This
proves that a 2-stroke engine can run backwards. This was really astonishing. Fortunately no
one was standing behind me.
My back neighbour’s son Tom, who lived at the Piuslaan, also owned a motorbike,
a 350 cc Jawa. Both motorbikes originated from Czechoslovakia and looked very much the
same. Later both companies joined together and the motorbikes were called Jawa-CZ. We
went driving together regularly. At a certain day we were driving in the neighbourhood of
Gorinchem when I heard that strange cracking sounds were coming out of my engine. It was
not a healthy sound and I was afraid to damage the engine if I would run further. So Tom
towed me home. At home it appeared that there was no more oil in the gear box. Where was
that oil gone?
The engine wasn’t leaking so one way or another, the oil must have entered the space
below the piston. For a 2-stroke engine, the gas mixture is sucked into the space below the
piston when the piston is going upwards. If the piston is going downwards, the gas mixture is
pushed through the scavenging ports to the upper side of the piston and compromised during
the remaining part of the up going stroke. So regularly there is under pressure in the space
below the piston.
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The engine was disassembled again and it appeared that the two crankcase halves could be
separated very easily from each other. Apparently, the liquid gasket cement was solved in the
gear oil or in the petrol vapour of the gas mixture. Because of the under pressure, some oil
was sucked inwards regularly until all oil in the gear box was gone. The oil mixes with the
gas mixture which also contains some oil because the CZ has a 2-stroke engine. The oil from
the gear box burns without any notice. A 2-stroke engine always smokes somewhat and
nothing strange was seen by us. I could notice no damage on the gear wheels, the bearings
and the shafts but I was happy that I stopped driving when the sound was heard.
Next I made a paper gasket with the shape of the crankcase halves from paper which
was designed especially for that goal and I assembled the engine with another brand of gasket
cement. It ran perfectly afterwards. But after some months I sold it because I liked it to have
something different. I told the story about the oil to the new owner and he could buy the bike
for a low price. Later I spoke that man again and he said that there were never problems with
the gear box.
3.2 Experiences with a Matchless G3LS
A 2-stroke engine, like that of the CZ, made a crackling sound which I didn’t like. So I was
looking for a 4-stroke engine because I was attracted by the nice dull booms of a 1-cylinder.
In the newspaper there was an advertisement for a Matchless G3LS and that seemed a nice
machine. I can’t remember how much I have paid for it but it won’t be very much. It looked
pretty well but the shock absorbers of the rear suspension were worn. At a local second hand
bike shop I could buy a pair of fairly good shock absorbers which were later called “jam pots”
because they contained a spring with a very big diameter. Parts of the original shock
absorbers are still lying somewhere in a box in my shed
A problem with all English motorbikes was that they were leaking oil. For a Matchless
the oil was coming out of the chain cover of the primary chain which connects the crank shaft
to the clutch. The chain cover consisted from two halves around which a rubber string was
clamped. I thought that I could get this connection oil tight but always some oil was leaking
outside. During my search of how the oil could come out, I finally removed the whole chain
cover and I found that the oil was seeping in between the back chain cover and the gear box.
This couldn’t be repaired because it must be possible to pull the gear box backwards to
tighten the chain.
When I had removed everything, I saw that there was a shock absorber on the crank
shaft and that the inner teething in this shock absorber was rather worn. The teething on the
crank shaft was in rather good condition. It appeared that the steel of the crank shaft was
harder. At the second hand motorbike scrap yard I emptied three boxes with old Matchless
parts until I found a shock absorber with acceptable inner teething. The Matchless was a
rather reliable motorbike and I have got no big problems with it.
At a certain moment, my friend Tom also bought a Matchless for very little money at
the company Riemersma situated at the Grote Berg. However, it appeared that the back frame
tube was broken. At Riemersma they have silver soldered a bush around this crack because
they weren’t faint-hearted although officially they gave no guarantee on old second hand
bikes. After the repair it also was a good bike. We have made many trips, each on our own
Matchless.
The winter was coming when once early in the morning, I would make a trip on my
motorbike. I was driving through the small lane behind our house until I arrived at the travel
lights of the crossing in between the Petrus Dondersstaat and the Piuslaan. By night there had
been a freezing drizzle but I didn’t notice that. I was standing at the service road in front of
the traffic light and I turned the throttle when the light went on green. The rear wheel broke
out and the whole bike turned around me at the right side from me.
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But I didn’t lose the handlebar and I got the bike vertical again. Just at the moment that
I thought to gain control over it, my left hand slipped from the clutch lever. Because it was
still in the first gear it jumped forwards and ran over the whole crossing until finally it
stopped against a steel cabinet of the traffic light. Everything went very slowly because the
engine was only idling but it was a very strange picture. It proves that a Matchless has a very
good straight stability. Nothing was considerably damaged on the motor or on the cabinet.
Fortunately there was no other traffic on the road because otherwise it could have ended
badly.
An about similar accident I got later when I was driving with my wife somewhere in
Waalre. There was snow on the road which was driven flat and very slippery. I was driving
very slowly and I was handling the throttle with velvet gloves, but even then the rear wheel
suddenly broke out. The bike went down but we both could get off in time. But then I didn’t
try to get the bike vertical with a running engine. I still found a nice photo of the Matchless
made during a stop at the side of the road. Mind the nice small helmets from that time which
are lying on the buddy seat.

The Matchless G3LS
3.3 Experiences with a 750 cc Harley from 1936
My grandpa and grandma Kragten were living in Haarlem and regularly we went to visit them
by train. We walked from the station to the Zomervaart where they lived. Somewhere in the
inner city I saw an old motorbike standing under a piece of sailcloth. It appeared to be an old
Harley Davidson which was really strongly rusted. On the way back, I couldn’t resist to give
it a second look and to ring the bell and ask if it was for sale. The owner said that it was
standing there already for some years but that he never got it running. He had put a new
carburettor on it but that didn’t solve the problem. I could buy it for the low price of
50 guilders. I couldn’t resist that offer and I bought it directly. The company Van Gent en
Loos brought it to Eindhoven.
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Fortunately it was supplied including the licence plate and papers and it appeared that it was
built in 1936. It was almost the same type as the Harley WL for which thousands have been
built during the Second World War and many of them are still running today.
This was the ultimate joy of tinkling. It was disassembled completely. All old paint was
removed with solvent, a steel wire brush and sand paper. The engine was rather worn. Close
to my neighbourhood, a man named Maurice van de Berg was living and he did business with
old Harley’s, at that time in a shed in the back of the garden. From the war engines, he had
old army stock left from the war and there I bought a set of new pistons, cylinders and valves.
They were covered by thick grease which could be removed by putting the parts into boiling
water.
He could also supply a new crank shaft but was too expensive for me. There was a lot of
clearance at the crank rod bearings but that problem was solved by ordering oversized rolls at
Maaskant in Rotterdam. The wear was mainly present in the rolls and only very little in the
crank rods and the crank pin. The crank shaft was divisible and the components were
connected to each other by tapered fits. Therefore I could disassembly and assembly it myself.
I made a correct estimation about the required oversize of the rolls and when the crankshaft
was mounted again, it appeared that the crank rod could turn just without any play.
Cleaning and painting of all the parts was most of the work. All frame parts were
painted black but the remaining parts were painted turquoise because that was the most loved
colour of my girlfriend José (who I married later). I had a paint sprayer which was working on
a vacuum cleaner. I wasn’t allowed to paint in the shed and therefore I made a small roof in
between the shed and the hedge. Everything was painted there but afterwards the hedge had a
strange green colour. All painted parts were hung at the clothes-line and at a certain moment
it was completely filled. But suddenly it broke and all my parts were lying in the grass. I was
almost in tears and I could start again from the beginning.
Certain parts, like the spring of the Web front suspension, the dynamo cover, the edge
of the head lamp and the gear shift lever were provided with a chromium layer. I mounted
new tires and a new chain and when it was ready after several months of work, it looked
fabulously. Finally it must be started for the first time. From Maurice, I could borrow an old
book in which it was explained how to do so. It was a tricky procedure and the engine
wouldn’t start. Finally we have jump-started it but it was running only on one cylinder. The
exhaust pipe of the other cylinder became red hot and clearly something was completely
wrong with the ignition.
Then I studied the procedure of how to adjust the ignition very accurately again and it
appeared that I made a mistake with the cylinder number. The ignition was good for one
cylinder but completely wrong for the other. The engine had no automatic acceleration of the
ignition but the acceleration was adjusted by a handle at the left side of the handlebar. A thin
massive bar was guided from this handle to the sheet on which the contact breaker points
were mounted and that sheet had a completely wrong position. When the sheet was turned to
the right position, the engine suddenly run perfect which might also have to do with the fact
that the former owner had mounted a new carburettor. I still have a nice photo from the time
that it was just finished and I allowed my girlfriend to sit on it. The roof of the paint cabin and
the notorious clothes-line can also be seen. What is that for a paint spot at the backside of the
shed?
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The 750 cc Harley from 1936
Driving a Harley wasn’t easy in the beginning because it had a manual gear shifter and a foot
clutch but after some time I got familiar with it. It had only a one person’s floating saddle. It
is possible to make a small seat on the rear fender but my girlfriend didn’t like that. There
were two seat floating saddles available with extra heavy springs but those saddles were very
expensive. So I lengthened the original saddle to the back and added a small plank with foam
and a leather cloth cover at the front side. The result was, that now my girlfriend was sitting
perfectly but that I got a wooden arse after certain time. But you must sacrifice anything for
your darling.
When I had driven it for some weeks and repaired certain small problems, I thought that
it was reliable enough to go on holidays with it to Germany. I bought two leather spike bags
in which we could store all our luggage. As we were not yet married, we could not go to a
camping and so we went to youth hostels. The engine ran perfectly until we were in the
neighbourhood of Frankfurt. Then the ignition coil made internal short-circuit and suddenly it
ran only on one cylinder. I removed the spark plug of the non-working cylinder which made,
that at least the gas mixture for that cylinder was not compressed. The engine still ran but it
was difficult to start, especially if it was cold. We arrived at the youth hostel and decided to
go back home the next day. Even if it is running on only one cylinder, a Harley is very strong
and we could climb almost all hills in the first gear.
You should have heard it working. It sounded like a 1-cilinder Lanz Bulldog tractor and
sometimes a whole row of cars were behind us, a bit afraid to pass. It used about one litre of
petrol for every 6 kilometres and it was always unsure if we could reach the next petrol
station. A few times, the hill was too steep and José had to step off. I first drove down until I
found a place where I could turn without losing too much speed. She had to walk upside and
after about a quarter of an hour we travelled together again.
When we came in the neighbourhood of The Netherlands, the clutch started to give
problems. It appeared that the pressure group was worn. I had a lot of tools with me with
among it some balls of an old ball bearing. After one ball felt into a drainage pit, I managed to
mount a ball in between the clutch pin and the pressure group. It was wearing rather fast but
we came home with it.
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Immediately I ordered a new ignition coil and a pressure group at Maaskant and after two
days it was repaired again. We continued our holidays but we stayed in The Netherlands. At a
certain moment we were standing in Haarlem just before the station and we were looking at
our map. Someone addressed us and it appeared to be a journalist of the Haarlems Dagblad
who was writing articles about people visiting Haarlem. He asked us if he could write an
article about us and take a photo of us. We agreed and later he sent us a copy of the article
which we still have. However, the quality of the photo was too low to make a decent scan of
it. We continued our trip to the island Texel and I remember that we hit the ground with the
footboard when we drove off the ferry.
I have got no more problems with the Harley but after half a year I was fed up with it
and I offered it for sale. I got 800 guilders for it which was a good price at that time but it was
a very well looking machine. May be it is still driving somewhere because Harley’s of that
type can’t be broken.
3.4 Experiences with a Triumph Tiger 100A
After the Harley, I would like to have a more modern bike and I decided to buy a Triumph
twin. I preferred a Bonneville but those bikes were very expensive. A 500 cc Tiger 100A was
offered at a reasonable price and that one was bought. A 500 cc Tiger 100A had only 17”
wheels and a spherical cover under the buddy seat. Therefore it looked smaller that you may
expect from a 500 cc motorbike.
After having checked the bike completely, I only found that there was too much
clearance in the bearings of the rear suspension fork. There was no Triumph dealer in
Eindhoven and I had to go to Van der Heyden in Den Bosch which was dealer of different
English bikes. First I phoned if they had those fork bearings in stock and they confirmed.
Next I drove to Den Bosch on my moped. At Saturday it was always very busy there and after
having waited for an hour, finally they told me that the bearings were not available. I kicked
up a fuss because I phoned in advance and I came all from Eindhoven. Finally they pressed
the bearings for me from a new fork.
Coming home, I pressed the new bearings in the rear suspension fork but it appeared
that the shaft was turning too tightly in the bearings. The bearing should be reamed after
pressing but I didn’t have the required tool to do so. With a threaded rod I have pulled the
shaft in the bearings with the idea that it would run in during driving. But that didn’t happen
and the fork always moved so heavily that it seemed if the bike had almost no rear
suspension.
Apart from this problem, it was driving rather well and I got no technical problems with
it. But the sound was a bit tame if compared with that of my former Matchless. So after half a
year I would get rid of it and buy a big 1-cilinder again. At that time I joined the cavalry
sergeant training in Amerfoort and the lieutenant told me that he was looking for a Triumph.
He showed interest in mine and asked if I could take it to the camp. So one night I drove with
it to Amersfoort but it was freezing about 5° and I arrived half frozen. Finally it appeared that
the lieutenant was really looking for a Bonneville and so I had driven to Amersfoort for
nothing. Later someone from Eindhoven bought it for a rather low price because there were
problems with the rear suspension.
3.5 Experiences with a BSA B33
In the magazine De Motor there was an advertisement for a BSA B33 for a reasonable price.
However, it was in the neighbourhood of Gouda but I decided to visit it by moped. It was an
old 500 cc, 1-cylinder which was at a standstill for years. It had a nasty dark red colour and a
terrible big front fender. It also had an old fashioned toolbox at the left side. But I thought that
I could make something from it and I bought it.
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The next day they brought it on a small trailer. It was supplied with an extra exhaust valve
because something was wrong with the valve in the engine. When I checked the valves,
indeed I found that the exhaust valve was totally burned. However, the new valve wasn’t
moving easily in the valve guide. I honed it with valve paste until it was moving smoothly but
the clearance was clearly not enough because the valve jammed after only about 1 minute
running of the engine. I let the valve guide be reamed by a professional company and then the
problem was over. It also appeared that the piston had a lot of clearance in the cylinder. But
the last oversized piston was already mounted and a bush therefore had to be pressed in the
cylinder. That was done at a company at the Boschdijk which was BSA and BMW dealer.
After revision, the engine still used about 1 litre oil every 1200 km what was a bit of a
disappointment but which wasn’t unusual for a BSA.
The ugly front fender was replaced by a small aluminium fender and the head lamp was
replaced and supported by self-made brackets. I gave it a small handlebar and then it was
looking much better. With a bright red fuel tank and a black frame I found it a good looking
bike. I found two nice photos of it. The left one is taken in front of our first house in the
Strobloemstaat. On the right one, José is looking to the map during a holydays trip. The photo
on the front page is also from this BSA.

The BSA B33
It wasn’t running very nicely in the beginning but that problem was solved by mounting of a
new needle jet and a new needle. Only after half a year I was fed up with it and something
different should come. I could sell it with a good profit but the new owner would also have
the old front fender, the head light cover and the tool box and he wanted to make it original
again. I could not understand why he would do that but that was his business.
3.6 Experiences with a BMW R60
Because of my job at Philips, I had something more to spend and I thought that now I could
permit myself to buy a BMW. For two years of De Motor, I had put all advertisements of the
BMW R50, the BMW R60 and the BWW R69S in a graph with the year of manufacture on
the x-axis and the asking price on the y-axis. This gave a very clear graph which showed that
the price increased as the bike was newer. These types of BMW have been manufactured
from 1955 up to 1969 in an almost unchanged shape but even a bike from 1955 was still
rather expensive when it looked nice.
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There was a business on the Leenderweg which sold only second hand BMW’s and which
was able to present even the oldest BMW if it just came out of the factory. Often I was
standing there in front of the show-window hankering after them with wishful eyes. But at
that shop you have to pay much more than I could derive from my graph.
At a certain moment there was an advertisement in De Motor for a BMW R60 for which
the price was a little below my graph. Immediately I went to see it and it appeared that
someone bought two former police BMW’s at an auction. He kept the most beautiful one for
himself but the other was for sale. I could haggle 100 guilders from the asking price and for
1700 guilders I could take it home. It was in a rather good shape but I thought that it should
be perfect and I decided to look after it completely and to give it a new paint. Technically
there wasn’t much wrong with it because it always got the required maintenance. I only
changed the bearings of the rear suspension fork because it had some heavy points in it.
I had painted a lot of bikes black and I used the paint Autoflex for it. This was an
expensive paint but it flattened very well if you used a soft paint brush and you almost
couldn’t see that it wasn’t sprayed. A problem with a BMW was that there were double white
lines on the fenders and the petrol tank. If those lines were not there, you could see that it was
painted over. In the factory they had someone who could do this by free hand but my hand
wasn’t that stable that I would take the risk to do so. I used strips of tape to cover the places
where no paint should come and the result couldn’t be distinguished from the original. I still
have a nice photo from the BMW R60 with on it my son Jeroen and behind him my wife José.
This photo was made when we just lived in Veldhoven. That son now is 40 years of age. He
also got many mopeds and motorbikes but he loves modern Japanese 4-cylinders more.

The BMW R60
To be able to buy the house in Veldhoven we needed a heavy mortgage and also an extra loan
from an aunt. Therefore only little was left from my salary at Philips and we found it difficult
to have enough money at the end of the month. Therefore I decided to sell the nice BMW as
soon as spring was coming and the bike business was starting again. I asked 2500 guilders for
it. There was a lot of interest for the bike and already the first visitor gave me an offer of 2000
guilders which I accepted. The bike was still at the drive because only handsel was paid and
after some hour someone else came who offered 2250 guilders. Unfortunately I just sold it.
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I have driven that bike only for a short time and I always regretted that I had to sell it. Later I
have tried to buy a BMW R50 or R60 again but the value of those types increased more and
more and for lesser money you could buy a newer type. Cycling wasn’t my choice and very
soon I was looking again for a cheap motorbike.
3.7 Experiences with a Hoffmann Gouverneur
At a certain moment someone told me that a very special motorbike was for sale somewhere
after Heeze. Together with my motor friend Tom we went to look what it was and it appeared
to be a Hoffmann Gouverneur. This is a 250 cc, 4-stroke boxer with cardan transmission to
the rear wheel, telescopic suspension at the front side and plunger suspension at the rear side.
It was stored for years in a shed and it looked very badly but it cost only 75 guilders. There
was something really wrong with it because you could push it back- and frontwards in every
gear without the engine turning. But that was a challenge for me to repair and I decided to buy
it. It even had a spare gear box which ran very lightly. Later I opened that gear box and it
appeared that it was provided with four chains in staid of gear wheels.
How to come home with a bike which isn’t running. We had experience with that and
two woollen mufflers were tightened together. One end was connected to the luggage rack of
the Matchless. A knot was made in the other end which could be held tightly by one hand of
the one who was pulled. Naturally we were driving as much as possible over out of the way
roads. At that time there was a sandy path from Geldrop along Riel to Eindhoven. Many
farms were lying along that path and suddenly a big barking dog came from the room in
between two farms and wanted to cross the road just in between both bikes. I was frightened
to death and stamped on the rear brake. However, the inside of the brake drum was
completely rusted and the brake locked immediately. As a reaction I pushed the knot very
tightly and I was pulled with a great bow over the front wheel of the bike. After that, the bike
felt on me and I couldn’t get away from it myself. My friend and a local farmer pulled the
bike from me. Fortunately I wasn’t harmed and the motorbike also wasn’t damaged. It
appeared that no one owned the dog.
Coming home, the first thing I did was taking the engine out of the frame. It was a lot of
work because it was very difficult to release the cardan shaft. After separation of the engine
and the gear box, it appeared that the clutch housing had come loose. Just as for the BMW,
the Hoffmann has a dry clutch with only one clutch disk. The clutch housing is connected to
the crank shaft with one central bolt. To prevent that the housing can rotate with respect to the
shaft, three 4 mm pins were mounted. These pins were sheared off, probably because the
central bolt wasn’t tightened strong enough. I have enlarged the holes up to 4.5 mm and
mounted three new dowels. Everything was assembled again and finally I succeeded to start
the engine.
After having used the bike for some months, once I released the clutch a bit too abruptly
resulting in shearing off the pins again. The engine had to be disassembled for the second
time and now three 5 mm dowels were mounted. But that was the limit, there was no place for
thicker dowels.
The engine had more weak points. When I was adjusting the valves, I saw that some of
the push rods had touched the borings which were separated in the aluminium cylinders.
These borings were enlarged by 1 mm by a thick drill bit and this solved that problem. The
engine had a mechanical voltage controller and it was difficult to adjust that controller such
that the maximum charging voltage was maintained. I made some modification for it but I
can’t really remember what it was.
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At that time I was a member of a motor club and most boys had much heavier bikes than my
Hoffmann. With full throttle and lying flat on the tank it could run maximal 110 km/h and
often I couldn’t keep up the group. At full throttle the engine became too hot after about a
quarter of an hour and several times I felt that is was holding in although it was just not
seizing.
Once on a priority road, I passed by a car which went to the left without using his traffic
indicator. I went down terribly and was left with some chafed fingers. The front fork of the
Hoffmann was rather bent. I was sick of it at that time already that much that I didn’t like it to
repair it. An advertisement “Unique motorbike, Hoffmann Gouverneur” in De Motor resulted
already after some days in a collector who came with a van from Alkmaar and who wanted to
pay 150 guilders for it. Unfortunately I have no photo of my Hoffmann Gouverneur but on
You Tube there is a small film of a well restored specimen.
3.8 Experiences with a BMW R27
After the debacle with the Hoffmann Gouverneur, soon I was looking for something different.
A BMW boxer, I couldn’t afford but BMW also made a nice 250 cc 1-cylinder, the R26 or
R27. They look very much the same but for the R27, the engine is supported in rubber blocks
and this bike therefore suffers less from vibrations which are typical for a 1-cylinder. So I
preferred an R 27.
At a certain moment there was an advertisement in the Eindhovens Dagblad for a BMW
R27 for 500 guilders. It was in the same district where I have lived before and it was no effort
to have a look and see what it was. The cylinder should have been overhauled just and the
engine had jammed for a short moment, although it was still running. It wasn’t a real beautiful
bike but I bought it for 400 guilders. Coming home, the engine was immediately
disassembled. Indeed it contained a new piston. A piston isn’t exactly round but it is flattened
a little at the sides of the piston pin such making that it can expand a little when it becomes
hot. It was visible that the piston had seized at the corners because there the aluminium was
corroded. Aluminium oxide is very hard and the cylinder would have been damaged if I
would have driven with the bike. I have removed the oxidised layer with a diamond file.
The crank shaft bearing had some play and that bearing was changed. At the same time
I emptied the centrifugal disk which is mounted on the crank shaft. Solid particles from the oil
are caught by this disk. When the engine was assembled afterwards, it ran perfectly. I owned
this bike for more than ten years and after ten years again it was necessary to replace the
crank bearing but this was because the ball cage was damaged. After ten years it appeared that
there was almost no wear at the piston and the cylinder. Another problem I got with this bike
is that the valve springs were shortened when once I drove too long in the second gear. But
the valves didn’t touch the piston and with two new springs this problem was solved.
The engine had a lot of power for 250 cc (I believe 18 HP) end it run maximal 120 km/h
which was the same as for my 750 cc Harley from 1936. This shows that the motorbike
technology was evolved a lot. I didn’t paint this bike completely but only painted the bald
spots making that it looked still rather well. But because I drove this bike also during the
winter, in course of time it became more and more ugly but it never stopped working.
Every year we used this bike for holydays and in all those years it only failed once. We
were driving somewhere in Germany as suddenly the engine stopped. It was because the nut
which locked the accelerator sheet on the cam shaft was loosened. The cam shaft had a flat
side and the sheet had a hole with a flat side too. The flat side in the hole was almost gone
which made that the sheet could rotate with respect to the shaft. One may have expected that
the power would be reduced slowly because of this problem but apparently everything was
loosened very fast and the nut was found back on the bottom of the ignition cover. I mounted
the sheet as good as possible at the correct position and tightened the nut. It run directly as it
should be and we continued our holidays as usual.
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At home I made a new flat side in the hole of the ignition sheet with silver solder and filed
that such that it fitted exactly on the shaft. But I have used a self-locking nut. It was possible
to adjust the ignition after mounting everything and even if the ignition sheet would have
rotated a little that could be corrected by rotation of the sheet on which the contact breaker
points were mounted. I have found a photo from the beginning time that I owned it. I still
lived in Veldhoven. On this photo I am together with my son Jeroen but now he is already a
bit older than on the photo with the BMW R60.

The BMW R27
After ten years, a lot of things should have been repaired like a new exhaust pipe, new tires,
brake linings, buddy seat etcetera. I had no mind to do so and decided to sell it. The prices of
BMW’s had risen strongly during the last ten years and I got 650 guilders for it.
3.9 Experiences with a BMW R50/5
Now I could permit a BMW boxer if it wasn’t too expensive. BMW entered the market with
the new type 5 in 1970 and I liked this type at least as much as the old types. The type 5 had
no swing arm at the front but telescope suspension. The engine was completely different and
had sleeve bearings on the crank shaft and a cam shaft which was lying below the crank shaft.
I still have an owner’s manual of it. In the book “1000 tricks für schnelle BMW’s” which I
also still own, all kind of interesting knowledge is given about the old and the new types. The
new type was delivered as R50/5, R60/5 and R75/5 with respectively a 500 cc, a 600 cc and a
750 cc engine. Second hand, the R50/5 was the cheapest because normally it had no electric
starter engine.
At a certain moment a BMW R50/5 was offered in De Motor which was very cheap and
which has a starter motor and a kick starter. I went to look for it and it looked fantastic. The
owner told me that he changed from this bike to a cross motor and that he sold it for that
reason. I heard nothing strange during a test ride and I decided to buy it. When I had driven
on it for a while when I was home, I heard a strange knocking when the engine was idling.
I dismounted the cylinders to inspect the crank shaft.
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One of the crank rods had a strange blue colour which showed that the crank rod bearing was
seized. The crank rod was divisible at the crank side and both parts were connected to each
other by two special bolts with a dodecagonal hole in the head. At a special shop, I bought a
spanner which fitted in that hole. When the parts were loosened, it was visible that both
bushings had turned in the boring. Nothing wrong was visible at the crank rod and the crank
shaft and I thought that it was enough to renew only the bushings. But that wasn’t right; the
strange knocking continued. So it appeared that I was cheated! The previous owner must have
known that something was terribly wrong with this engine and that was the reason why it was
that cheap.
After having driven with it for some months, I decided to let the crank shaft be
overhauled. The bearing seats of the crank shaft were ground at a revision company in
Valkenswaard and oversized bushings were mounted. But this revision didn’t solve the
problem. Some years later I was standing in front of the traffic lights in Son when suddenly
the engine gave a very hard knock and then stopped. I pushed it back all the way to Boskant.
When I disassembled the engine it appeared that the crank shaft was broken in two
parts. It could be seen from the breaking area, that there was an old and a new part. At De
Locht in Veldhoven I bought a second hand crank shaft and let it be ground again. Only with
this new crank shaft, the knocking problem was over. At the revision company one hadn’t
seen that there must have been a crack in the original crank shaft and so that crack was the
cause of the knocking sound.
We have had a special experience with this BMW. We had our holidays in France and
we were driving south on a road along the sea. At a certain moment I got a fly in my glasses
and stopped along the road to remove it. The road was just asphalted anew and there was a
large edge in between the side of the road and the bank. When I would drive off again,
I didn’t see that edge, making that I turned over to the right side. There was a three meter deep
dry ditch besides of the road and we shifted in it. The bike came to a standstill half upside
down but the engine stayed running until I was alert enough to switch off the contact.
Fortunately we weren’t hurt and after removing the luggage, we stopped a car driver and he
helped us to get the bike upwards out of the ditch. Because of the soft ground and the low
speed, nothing was damaged and we decided to put the luggage on it again. However, when I
tried to start it, the engine was completely locked. It was already rather late and we pushed the
bike some hundreds meters up to a house which was lying there. The folks living there agreed
that we put our tent in their garden. We were invited inside at the evening and have talked the
whole night with them in our pour French.
The next day I investigated what was wrong with the engine. The crank shaft was
completely locked and couldn’t be rotated by the kick starter. As usual, I had taken a lot of
tools with me and started to dismount the left cylinder to see if the notorious left crank rod
bearing was jammed again. But there was nothing wrong with it. When next I released the
spark plug of the right cylinder, a lot of oil was coming out of the spark plug hole. Then I
understood the problem.
As the engine laid up side down, all oil was flown to the right side such that the bottom
side of the right piston was totally covered with oil. As the engine was in the upside down
position for at least a quarter of an hour, a lot of oil was leaked along the piston to the
combustion chamber. As I would start the engine, this oil locked the piston when it was
almost at the upper dead centre.
The left cylinder was assembled again and most of the oil came out of the right spark
plug hole when the crank shaft was rotated firmly with the kick starter. With a piece of paper
the last oil was removed through the spark plug hole. Finally the engine was started. In the
first instance, it ran only on the left cylinder but after about 100 metres the right spark plug
started sparkling and it ran again on two cylinders. First a lot of smoke came from the right
exhaust pipe but only after one kilometre it ran normal again. In a box with photos I still
found a holydays photo of the BMW R50/5
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The BMW R 50/5
Once I came from Eindhoven and I entered Son using the main road which at that time, was a
priority road. There was a long traffic jam from the bridge over the canal up to the traffic
lights in Son. On a bike you can pass by a traffic jam without really coming at the left half of
the road. About 100 metres in front of the traffic lights there was a place where you could
cross the road to get from the right to the left service road. A lady in a big car crossed the road
in between the cars of the traffic jam but couldn’t see that I was just passing by that traffic
jam. With a rather high speed, I hit the left front side of her car and was launched through my
wind screen. After making a summersault, I ended with my back on the hood of the car. The
car drove to the other side of the street where I felt down from the hood. Immediately I felt
that because of the hit, my wrists were severely bruised but that nothing was broken. An
ambulance brought me to the hospital were photos of my wrists were made. Indeed nothing
was broken but my wrists become very thick and always they felt a bit stiff.
The lady got a police report because she entered a priority road without giving way.
Therefore I thought that my damage would be compensated but the insurance company of the
woman made problems and stipulated that I should not have passed there. After some months
of dawdling, they decided that half of the damage would be paid. At that time I had no legal
expenses insurance and I agreed with it. Because of that accident I have learned that a legal
expenses insurance in not an unnecessarily luxury.
The bike was total loss because the front fork and the frame were completely bent. I let
it be transported to De Locht in Veldhoven because for the taxation, it must be situated at a
motorbike shop. Because I had all the bills of the revision available, it valued fairly high at
3000 guilders of which I got half of it. I had to pay 10 % of taxation value to the motorbike
shop. They gave me that amount for the wrack and this ended the story. Later I realised that I
better could have hold it myself and sell the parts separately; only the crank shaft had cost me
250 guilders.
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3.10 Experiences with a 250 cc Honda twin
When my wrists were healed after the accident with the BMW R50/5, I decided to buy
another motor bike again. I got only 1500 guilders from the insurance company and I didn’t
like it to spend much more. So I could forget to buy a BMW again. May be this was the right
moment to buy a Japanese bike.
In the first instance, I tried to buy a light 1-cylinder because those were not very
expensive even if they were rather new. Once I drove to Rotterdam to have a look at a nice
Kawasaki Z200 which was owned by a sailor who had driven only a little on it. But his price
was really too high and I didn’t buy it. Some days later there was an advertisement in the
Eindhovens Dagblad for a Honda 250 twin of which I have forgotten the type. It looked like
new, it had a low mileage and I decided to buy it. It was a good motorbike and without much
troubles I have used it for years. It had three valves per cylinder, an overhead cam shaft and
electronic ignition which was something new for me.
When I went to the first phase of the teacher training course for TM-teacher in 1988,
I have used this bike to drive to Switzerland. As it was standing still for more than four
months, after some months the battery must be charged. It was forgotten to remove it from the
charger when it was full and therefore all the water was disappeared. Filling it with distilled
water gave some improvement but the best of it was gone. When I would drive home, first it
wouldn’t start but by driving back from a hill, finally it started. José had arrived on my last
course day by train from The Netherlands and we have driven home together on the bike.
Once I have used it together with my son Jeroen for holidays to the Ardennen in
Belgium. I still have a nice photo of it when we were at the point to leave. At this photo you
can see very well how much luggage we took with us. During this holidays the same
happened as with the BMW R50/5. I wanted to drive on the street from the bank and I
couldn’t hold it if I touched the street. We felt over and after packing of the luggage again, the
engine wouldn’t start. The engine ran but there was no spark at the spark plugs. It took a lot of
investigation but finally I found that during falling, without knowing it, I switched the red
emergency switch on the right handle bar which I normally never used. Such an emergency
switch was also something new on this Honda.

The 250 cc Honda twin
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After about five years some holes were falling in the first exhaust damper at which the two
exhaust pipes ended. I bought a new replacement damper but with this damper, the engine
was noisier than with the original damper. After certain time I could no longer tighten the
chain of the overhead cam shaft because it was worn too much. So I have replaced this chain,
which also was something new because this was my first bike with an overhead cam shaft.
After some more years it needed new exhaust pipes and new tires but I found it not worth the
money to do so. I would get rid of it and for 250 guilders someone bought it with pleasure.
3.11 Experiences with a 400 cc Yamaha twin
In De Speurder there was an advertisement for a 400 cc Yamaha twin which was owned by a
driving school. I have forgotten the type of this bike. I wasn’t very old but when I phoned, it
was said that there was something wrong with the ignition and that therefore it cost only 1000
guilders. The engine was running well when I tried it and I didn’t understand what they meant
with the ignition problem. I could not get the price lower and for 1000 guilders I took it home.
Driving home on it, sometimes I heard a knocking sound when I accelerated. Coming home it
appeared that the bolts with which the engine was mounted in the frame, weren’t tightened
strong enough and that a filling ring was missing. After tightening everything firmly, the
problem was gone. I seemed that further nothing was wrong with this bike.
At that time I was looking for a mobile office unit to start my own business. I found one
close to Utrecht and this became my first long trip. Just before Utrecht I saw that the day
counter showed that the bike had ran already 240 km and that it still wasn’t necessary to
switch to the reserve. So it was running extremely economical. I almost arrived at the
company which offered the office unit when the engine stopped. I switched to the reserve but
that didn’t help. The office unit was not the one I was looking for and the people of the
company drove me to a petrol station where I filled a jerry can with petrol and emptied it in
the tank. Then it could be started again.
Coming home, I emptied the tank and removed the fuel tap. There should be a thin tube
on top of it pointing some centimetres above the tap. However, this tube was vibrated loose
from the tap and was lying at the bottom of the petrol tank. Using a special glue, I have glued
the tube in the tap and after that everything was working well again. But the engine was less
economical that according to my first impression.
The engine was vibrating rather strongly unless the fact that both pistons weren’t going
up and down simultaneously, like this is the case for English twins. After some years I had
enough of it and I tried to buy a BMW again. But those could only be bought for a reasonable
price if they had a high mileage or if they didn’t look nice.
3.12 Experiences with a Moto Guzzi V65SP
During my search for a BMW, once I met a Russian Ural. This is a boxer too and it looks
somewhat like an old type BMW. I have made a test ride on it but it was steering badly, may
be also because the tire pressure wasn’t high enough.
At a certain moment a Moto Guzzi V65SP was for sale in Best for 5000 guilders. An SP
has a cone around the head light and a small stream line around the frame. Just as BMW, it
has a crank shaft in the same direction as that of the bike but the cylinders make an angle of
90° with each other. It also has cardan transmission to the rear wheel.
This bike had run only 32.000 km and looked really nice. It wasn’t idling very nicely
but I thought that I could fix that. But that appeared to be a problem. I offered 4000 guilders
for it and for that amount I could get it. It was steering very well, especially with new tires.
But I have got a lot of problems with it.
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Already after some months I couldn’t switch up higher than the second gear. Running slowly,
I could just come home with it. There was clearly something wrong with the gear box and
therefore the engine had to be removed.
I have a winch with which a complete motorbike can be lifted and that was really easy
for my Moto Guzzi because in this way, the whole assembly of engine, gear box and rear fork
could be lowered from the frame. After having opened the gear box, it appeared that a piece
of steel was jammed in the hole for the fixation pin of the gear shifter. This pin fixates the
gear shifter in the five positions belonging to each gear. The pin couldn’t go deep enough
inside and therefore it was impossible to switch gear. The piece of steel was removed but it
appeared that is was broken from one of the gear wheels in the gear box.
When I looked at everything carefully again, it appeared to be an old problem and I
could see that the gear box had been opened before. One of the bearings once was shifted out
of its bearing seat and the whole shaft therefore was shifted with as result that a part of a gear
wheel was broken off. One had simply moved back the bearing but didn’t change the
damaged gear wheel and left the broken teeth simply in the gear box. The bike was imported
one year before from Italy by the former owner and this tinkering probably has taken place
already there.
The fact that the bearing could shift is a construction error according to me. The bearing
was locked because some centre points were hit in the aluminium of the housing. The
importer of Moto Guzzi in Nijmegen has sent me a new gear wheel which I have mounted.
The bearing had to be removed again to do so and after mounting I have locked it with a
whole row of centre points. After that, the gear box has always functioned well but certainly
the bearing should have been locked by a locking washer.
One year later I attended an Auto CAD course in Veghel to which I went by bike. Once
when I started the engine in the morning, it jammed. It appeared that the left exhaust valve
was broken. The valve disk was jammed in between the piston and the spark plug but the
damage was negligible because the engine was turning only very slowly. You could see that
the edge of the valve was burned. I have changed the valve and the sparking plug and after
that it ran perfectly. It started much better too and now adjusting a low idling speed was also
easier. The wrong exhaust valve must have leaked always resulting in loss of compression,
especially at low rotational speeds.
After having solved this problem, the bike has functioned for some years without
problems but then some strange noise was coming from the cardan housing. The cardan joint
appeared to be completely damaged and a lot of separate needles were lying at the bottom of
the cardan housing. I then bought a complete new cardan shaft including the clutch at the side
of the rectangular gear box. I also changed the outer tapered bearing of that gear box. This
was an expensive repair and it cost me at least 350 guilders.
Some more years later the bike needed new exhaust pipes but I found that too expensive
for the value of the bike. I used it also during winter time and it started looking more and
more ugly. All aluminium of the engine, the rear suspension and the cardan housing was
corroded under the white paint. I cleaned everything and painted it again but after some years
the problem started again.
In Nijmegen, once I could buy a set of used exhaust dampers and I decided to pick them
up. When I returned, suddenly the engine made a lot of noise but running only slowly, I could
come home with it. Then it appeared that the spring of the chain tensioner which tightens the
chain of the cam shaft, was broken. The chain itself also was rather worn and I have changed
everything otherwise the bike could not be sold anymore. I also changed the contact breakers
and the capacitors. When it was ready, the engine suddenly ran that nice that I kept it for some
more years. In the last year that I owned it, I have also replaced the hydraulic cylinder of the
front brake and put a new battery in it. This Moto Guzzi was built in 1984 and in 2009 it
became tax free and therefore suddenly the value increased.
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When it had run 106.000 km, it was almost at the end of the adjustment range of the clutch.
Replacement of the clutch would be a lot of work because the engine must be taken out of the
frame and I didn’t like it to do that. When I had already bought my next bike, I offered the
Guzzi for a little money and said that soon a new clutch had to be mounted. A tinkerer who
already owned a Guzzi V50 could buy it for only 350 guilders including the work shop
manual because you really need that book for this Guzzi V65SP.
We have used it during several holidays and it has served us loyal on all our trips. I had
made a large plank on the luggage rack on which we could put our tent, bag and air matrasses.
I still found a photo of it on which I am together with my daughter Julia, just at the point that
we left home.

The Moto Guzzi V65SP
3.13 Experiences with a BMW R80RT
In March 2010, I was sent as a PUM-expert for three weeks to Bangalore in India to give a
wind energy course to a company which had the intention to develop small wind turbines.
PUM is founded in Den Haag and is an organisation which sends retired managers and
experts to developing countries. I wasn’t really retired at that time but it seemed a nice project
and you see something of the world. I earned only some pocket money but the traveling costs
were paid by PUM and the costs of living were paid by the company.
Every morning after breakfast I walked about an hour through the city and I was picked
up at about nine o’clock. Many 100 cc small motorbikes were used there but sometimes you
could hear the regular stamping of a 350 cc Royal Enfield. Those bikes are made in India and
there they cost only about € 1200. Several of them I gave a closer look and I made photos of
them. It is really a nice machine which look just the same as the English Royal Enfield from
50 years ago. I thought by myself that it would be nice to try to buy one if I was back home.
I visited the importer but there it appeared that not all types which were manufactured in
India, had been exported to The Netherlands. Only the type with a 500 cc engine, a four speed
gear box and the gear pedal at the right side was sold in The Netherlands. Because I was
familiar with the gear pedal at the right side, I didn’t like that.
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Since two years one also supplies a type with a five speed gear box, fuel injection and the
gear pedal at the left side but almost no second hand bikes of this type are available. The new
type costs more than € 6000. I have driven one and it runs nicely but I wasn’t looking for a
new expensive bike.
I have also looked at a 500 cc 1-cylinder of Yamaha or another brand but you have to
pay in between € 2000 and € 3000 for such a bike. For that amount of money one can also
buy a BMW boxer and that still was an old love. Through Marktplaats, I have studied a long
list of advertisements for BMW boxers with a 650 cc or 800 cc engine. At a certain moment I
found an advertisement for a BMW R80RT of 1992 for € 1950. It was a black one which for
me is the most beautiful colour for a BMW. It was provided with two original side suitcases
and a top suitcase and it looked very good on the photo.
I went looking for it immediately and had to travel to Brunssum in Zuid-Limburg. In
reality it even looked better than on the photo and it had new stainless steel exhaust pipes. It
had run only 88.000 km. I made a test ride and it ran nicely. Only something was vibrating in
the stream line. The R80RT has a full stream line and was often used as police bike but then it
was painted white. It is not as much liked as a naked bike but the stream line looked
comfortable when it’s cold or when it rains.
Because of my experiences with the BMW R50/5, I was a bit suspicious when a bike
seemed to be too cheap. But I liked it and I decided to offer € 1750. That offer was accepted
immediately. I even got a workshop manual to it in which really anything about the bike is
presented. The man must get rid of it because he also owned two BMW R100’s and it was too
crowded in his garage.
The next day I went to Heerlen by train and the owner picked me up by his car. The day
before we already had put the licence plate on my name and so I could drive away
immediately. With a speed of 80 km/h, I drove home along the high way and it appeared that
it used only one litre for 24 km. At higher speeds it uses about one litre for 22 km which is
really economical for an 800 cc motorbike.
Coming home, I have investigated everything very thoroughly but nothing was wrong
with it except a new rubber for the central stand. Some weeks later I went to the BMW club in
Oirschot and there it was asked if it might be stolen because it was that cheap. But in this case
I would never have got the licence on my name. A member of that club had paid much more
than me for a much older BMW R80 and this bike needed a complete overhaul. So I have
been really lucky with this bike.
As long as we have a car, my wife no longer likes it to sit at the back of a motorbike.
The Moto Guzzy had only a small and hard buddy seat, so I could understand that. May be
that sometimes I took the curves a bit too fast. But the BMW has a very comfortable 2-step
buddy seat and she would sit there as nice as long ago on the floating saddle of the Harley.
After buying a new helmet and a motor suit, finally after long pressing she joined me for a
short test ride. I drove very decent then and I rounded the curves almost vertically. But
everything was experienced easily and she was no longer afraid to join me.
In the autumn of 2010 we have been to Luxembourg on the BMW and the engine ran
fantastic. The BMW is the only motorbike of which I have made a photo with a modern
digital camera.
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The BMW R80RT
Because I no longer drive as much motorbike as in my younger years, it might be that I will
keep this BMW for the rest of my live. During the winter it is stored in the shed below a
carpet because the cat likes it to climb on it and I am afraid that she will scratch the paint by
her nails. Soon I will charge the battery and wake the bike up from its winter sleep.
Writing this English translation in January 2017, I still own this bike. The only serious
problem I have had with it up to now is that once during holydays in Germany, it gave
starting problems and it started banging in the exhaust. It appeared that one of the spark plug
cables had a much too high resistance. After renewing both cables and both spark plugs, it run
again as it should do.

